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Adaptive blind audio source extraction supervised by
dominant speaker identification using x-vectors
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We propose a novel algorithm for adaptive blind audio source extraction. The proposed method is based on independent vector analysis
and utilizes the auxiliary function optimization to achieve high convergence speed. The algorithm is partially supervised by a pilot signal
related to the source of interest (SOI), which ensures that the method correctly extracts the utterance of the desired speaker. The pilot is
based on the identification of a dominant speaker in the mixture using x-vectors. The proposed approach is verified in a scenario with a
moving SOI, static interfering speaker and environmental noise.
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INTRODUCTION

Independent Vector Analysis (IVA) performed in the
frequency-domain is a popular approach to Blind Source Separa-
tion (BSS) of audio sources. It assumes that sources are mutually
independent while separation proceeds jointly for all frequency
bins by exploiting inter-channel higher-order dependencies.

Typically, only a desired source should be extracted from the
mixture, which is the goal of Blind Source Extraction (BSE).
A modification of IVA for the BSE problem, relating mixing
and de-mixing vectors corresponding to the SOI through the
orthogonal constraint (OG), was proposed in [1]. In this work, a
novel BSE algorithm referred to as AuxIVE (Auxiliary-function-
based Independent Vector Extraction) is derived.

In BSE, there is the so-called global permutation problem that
means that a different Interfering Source (IS) can be extracted
instead of the SOI when no information about the SOI is
available. In order to avoid this problem, a piloted IVA was
introduced in [2] where the pilot signal related to the SOI is
used for influencing the convergence to the SOI. However, the
acquisition of a proper pilot signal poses a challenge. In this
work, we utilize a pilot that is based on the identification of
a dominant speaker using speaker embeddings based on Deep
Neural Network-based (DNN) x-vectors [3]. With a pretrained
x-vector DNN, speaker identification is often performed using
probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA). Here, a hy-
pothesis is tested whether the embedding of an unknown speaker
is produced by any of known speakers computed from short clean
utterances called enrollments.

ADAPTIVE SUPERVISED AUXIVE ALGORITHM

In the time-frequency domain, a mixture of d original signals
observed by d microphones can be, within the kth frequency bin,
approximated by the instantaneous mixing model

Xk = AkSk (1)

where Sk and Xk denote the original and mixed signals,
respectively. In IVA, we are looking for a de-mixing matrix
Wk that fulfills WkXk = WkAkSk ≈ Sk, which means
W−1

k ≈ Ak up to the global permutation and scales of the
separated signals. In IVE, only one row of Wk is sought such
that it extracts the SOI from the mixture. Without any loss on
generality, let the SOI be the first signal in Sk and Ak be
partitioned as Ak = [ak,Qk] and Wk can be partitioned as
Wk = [(wk)

H ; Bk], where wk is a vector extracting the SOI.

Now, we apply the IVE statistical model from [1] and the
auxiliary function technique in a similar way to [4]. The auxiliary
contrast function have the form
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where Czk is the covariance of the background signals (modeled
as Gaussian),
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and r is the auxiliary variable, R is a constant term, and ϕ(·) is
related to pdf of the signal according to Theorem 1 from [4].

Considering the sequential (block-by-block) adaptive pro-
cessing of data blocks with the length of Lb frames with shift
Lshift, the update rules for the ith block have a form
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, (7)

wk,i = V−1
k,iak,i, (8)

where α is a forgetting factor; `s = (i − 1)Lshift + 1 and `e =
(i − 1)Lshift + Lb denote the beginning and the end of the ith
block, respectively. For the case Lb = 1 and α ∈ (0, 1〉, we
refer to the proposed method as to “Online AuxIVE”, and, for
Lb > 1 and α = 0, we call it “Block Online AuxIVE”.

To ensure the extraction of the desired source, we propose to
employ a pilot component. Let P be a pilot signal that is SOI-
dependent and independent with the other signals in the mixture.
Consequently, the step given by (4), for the ith block, is modified
to

r`,i =

√∑K

k=1
|wH

k,i−1xk,`|2 +P`, ` = `s, . . . , `e. (9)

The rest of the algorithm remains unchanged.
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Fig. 1: Setup of the simu-
lated room scenario

TABLE I: Mean iSINR [dB] with standard deviation and percentage of failed extractions
(iSINR < 1 dB) for experiments

Block online AuxIVE Online AuxIVE

Blin
d

P
ORAC

` Blin
d

P
XVEC

` P
ORAC

`

IS posi-
tion 1

iSINR [dB] 4.3 ± 3.6 6.4 ± 1.9 10.0 ± 1.7 -0.5 ± 1.8 2.0 ± 1.5 5.0 ± 1.5
fail cases [%] 24.67 2 0 77.67 23.67 1.67

IS posi-
tion 2

iSINR [dB] 9.3 ± 1.7 9.6 ± 1.5 12.6 ± 1.8 5.0 ± 1.6 5.9 ± 1.4 8.5 ± 1.5
fail cases [%] 0 0 0 0.34 0 0

Time per mixture[s] 4.55 11.8 4.65 15.24 24.42 15.32

X-VECTOR COMPUTATION

Our implementation of the x-vector DNN, described in Ta-
ble III. Its input consists of a single-channel audio signal, i.e., no
spatial information is used. The input features are 40 filter bank
coefficients computed from frames of length of 25 ms and frame-
shift of 10 ms. The TDNN (time-delayed DNN) layers operate
on frames with a temporal context centered on the current frame
`. The TDNN layers build on top of the context of the earlier
layers, thus the final context is a sum of the partial ones. The
DNN was trained to classify N speakers. The training examples
consisted of 151 frames of features and the speaker label.

TABLE III: Description of the DNN producing the x-vectors

Layer Layer Total Input
context context x output

TDNN 1 `± 50 101 40× 512
TDNN 2-6 `± 5 151 512× 512

Fully-conn. 1 ` 151 512× 128

Pooling `± Lc−1
2

max(151, Lc) (Lc · 128)× 128
Fully-conn. 2 ` max(151, Lc) 128× 128

Softmax − max(151, Lc) 128×N

The pilot signal needs to be dependent on the SOI, e.g., it
should exhibit high values when the SOI is active and vice versa.
The highest PLDA score corresponding to the SOI is usually
related to the frames where it is dominant.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The experiments simulate speaker movements in a rever-
berant room, see Fig. 1. We utilized 4 speakers originating
from the CHiME-4 database. We obtained 5 unique one minute
long test signals for each speaker sampled at 16 kHz. Noise
signal consists of one minute of pedestrian area sounds. The ex-
periments are evaluated using Signal-To-Interference-And-Noise
ratio improvement (iSINR), where all undesired sources are
included in the noise term. Parameters was set for Block online
AuxIVE, Lb = 100, Lshift = 75 and α = 0. For Online AuxIVE,
Lb = 1, Lshift = 1 and α = 0.97. Both methods used K = 512
with frame shift 160 samples. The de-mixing vector updates were
computed using single iteration in every block.

We consider 600 simulated mixtures. Each mixture consists
of a moving SOI, a fixed IS and noise. The global energy of
the noise was 10 dB. The IS was situated either in position 1,
where the methods are prone to permutation problem due to close
proximity to the SOI path or position 2, which should not have
such problem. We consider the SOI extraction as failed, when
iSINR < 1 dB. We compare oracle pilot PORAC

` with x-vector
pilot PORAC

` .
The results in Table 1 indicate that the blind variants of Aux-

IVE yield positive iSINR for most of the considered mixtures.

The introduction of a pilot improves the extraction especially
for cases with IS in position 1. The higher iSINR along with
its lower variance and lower fail-rate show that the utilization of
pilot successfully prevents from the source permutation.

In comparison to PORAC
` , the supervision by PXVEC

` brings
lower improvements in average iSINR. Compared to the blind
method, PXVEC

` improves the iSINR in 83% of cases for Block
online AuxIVE and in 100% cases for the online version,
considering IS in position 1. In the remaining cases, when PXVEC

`

lowers the performance, the deterioration is always lower than
1 dB.

CONCLUSION

A blind adaptive and fast converging method for BSE was
proposed, suitable for SOI extraction in the noisy cross-talk
scenario. To avoid extraction of an incorrect source, a pilot
based on x-vectors related to SOI activity was presented. For
environments with low reverberation, it was shown that the x-
vectors can identify the energy-dominant speaker even in the
presence of cross-talk.

The future research can be directed towards improvement of
the pilot. The x-vector DNN can be adapted to function even
for higher reverberation levels (e.g. through augmentation of the
training data) or to produce more time-localized estimates of the
active speaker.
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